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IRAv3: Hierarchical Incremental Rotation
Averaging on the Fly

Xiang Gao , Hainan Cui , Menghan Li, Zexiao Xie, and Shuhan Shen , Member, IEEE

Abstract— We present IRAv3, which is built upon the state-
of-the-art rotation averaging method, IRA++, to push this
fundamental task in 3D computer vision one step further.
The key observation of this letter lies in that during IRA++,
the community detection-based Epipolar-geometry Graph (EG)
clustering is preemptive and permanent, which is not relevant to
the follow-up rotation averaging task and limits the upper bound
of absolute rotation estimation accuracy. In this letter, however,
the EG clustering is performed along with the cluster-wise
absolute rotation estimation, i.e. instead of pre-determination,
the affiliation of each vertex to which EG cluster is determined
“on the fly”, and the EG clustering finishes until all the vertices
find the clusters they belong to, together with their absolute
rotations estimated (in the local coordinate systems of the
clusters they attached). By this way, a rotation averaging-targeted
and -friendly EG clustering is obtained, which facilitates the
rotation averaging task in turn. Experiments on both 1DSfM
and KITTI odometry datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of
our proposed IRAv3 on large-scale rotation averaging problems
and its advantages over its previous works (IRA and IRA++)
and other state of the arts.

Index Terms— Global structure from motion, large-scale rota-
tion averaging, on-the-fly epipolar-geometry graph clustering.

I. INTRODUCTION

ROTATION averaging [1] is acknowledged to recover
the absolute camera orientations provided the rela-

tive rotation measurements, which is of significance in
many 3D computer vision tasks, such as Structure from
Motion (SfM) [2], [3], [4], [5], Simultaneous Localization And
Mapping (SLAM) [6], [7], [8], Visual Odometry (VO) [9],
[10], [11], and Pose Graph Optimization (PGO) [12], [13],
[14]. Though having been widely investigated in recent
years [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], existing
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rotation averaging methods still expose their limitations in
accuracy, efficiency, and scalability when dealing with high-
noise, spare-connectivity, or large-scale Epipolar-geometry
Graph (EG) as input.

In order to perform large-scale rotation averaging with
high accuracy and robustness, Incremental Rotation Aver-
aging (IRA) [23] and its upgradation, IRA++ [24], were
presented recently. In IRA, the absolute rotations are estimated
in an incremental manner, during which the relative rotation
measurement outliers are filtered simultaneously. Focusing on
the IRA’s limitations of low scalability in large-scale situations
and insufficient focus on EG structure, IRA++ was proposed.
During IRA++, the input EG is clustered into several sub-
graphs, and IRA is performed both on each low-level inner-
sub-EG and the high-level inter-sub-EG. Then, the absolute
rotations are globally aligned and optimized to achieve advan-
tages in both accuracy and efficiency compared with IRA.

Similar to other community-based rotation averaging [25],
[26], SfM [27], [28], and Bundle Adjustment (BA) [29],
[30] methods, IRA++ also follows the (first) divide and
(then) conquer strategy, i.e. the input EG is first divided into
several clusters, and then inner- and inter-community rotation
averaging are performed, followed by absolute rotation global
alignment and optimization [24]. However, it should be noted
that: 1) once the EG clustering is done, this community-based
structure remains unchanged during the entire follow-up
process of IRA++; 2) the graph clustering methods [31],
[32] employed in IRA++ and other methods [25], [26],
[27], [28], [29], [30] only consider the connectivity of the
EG, which means the generated community-based structure is
not highly relevant to the primary tasks (rotation averaging,
SfM, or BA). Even though sometimes the EG edges are
weighted by the inlier feature match number [25], [26], [28],
[30] of fundamental/essential matrix estimation [33], [34], the
imprecise correlation between the inlier feature match number
and the relative rotation measurement accuracy [23] still leads
to imperfect EG clustering and thus limits the upper bound of
absolute rotation estimation accuracy.

Based on the above observation, a novel rotation averaging
pipeline, which is built upon IRA++ and termed as IRAv3,
is presented in this letter. Its most significant characteristic lies
in that the EG clustering is performed along with the rotation
estimation task, which makes its clustering process possible
to consider the relative rotation measurement error on each
EG edge directly and obtain a rotation averaging-targeted and
-friendly EG clustering. Specifically, several camera triplets
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Fig. 1. Toy example on different levels of Epipolar-geometry Graph (EG)
structures. (a) The original EG G: G = {V = {vi },E = {ei, j }

}
. (b) The Inner-

sub-EGs {Gp}: Gp =
{
Vp = {v p

i },Ep = {ep
i, j }

}
. And (c) The Inter-sub-EG

Gc: Gc =
{
Vc = {Gp},Ec = {Ep,q } = {{ep,q

i, j }}
}

. See the main text for more
details.

are selected in the input EG and served as the cluster
seeds at first. Then, during the incremental absolute rotation
computation process, not only which vertex is added, but
also which cluster it is added to is dynamically determined.
By this way, the cluster affiliation and the cluster-level absolute
rotation estimation of each vertex are simultaneously achieved.
After that, Voting-based Single Rotation Averaging (VSRA)
proposed in Gao et al. [26], which solves the single rotation
averaging problem by random selection, supporter acquisition,
and rotation optimization, is performed for inter-cluster rota-
tion estimation, IRA is carried out for inter-sub-EG rotation
averaging, and rotation global alignment and optimization are
sequentially conducted to produce the final rotation averaging
result, which is similar to that of IRA++.

II. BRIEF REVIEW OF IRA++
As our proposed IRAv3 in this letter is an upgradation of

IRA++ [24], it is briefly reviewed before introducing IRAv3.
For a better understanding of both IRA++ and IRAv3, sev-
eral concepts are also described beforehand. For the rotation
averaging problem, EG is a graph structure where its vertices
are the absolute rotations to be estimated and its edges are the
known relative rotation measurements. After EG clustering,
each cluster also contains several vertices and edges. The EG
cluster could be regarded as an EG as well and is termed
as inner-sub-EG. In addition, if each EG cluster is treated
as a cluster-level vertex, and EG edge set between each EG
cluster pair are treated as an cluster-level edge, a high-level
graph structure is constructed and is termed as inter-sub-EG.
Fig. 1 gives a toy example to illustrate different levels of EG
structures. The IRA++ mainly contains five steps: 1) Com-
munity detection-based EG clustering [30] is carried out on
the input EG to obtain several inner-sub-EGs. 2) IRA-based
rotation averaging [23] is performed on each inner-sub-EG to
estimate the cameras’ absolute rotations in it w.r.t. its local
coordinate system. 3) VSRA-based rotation estimation [26] is

Fig. 2. Pipeline of our proposed IRAv3. The input of IRAv3 is the relative
rotation measurements and the feature match number

{
Ri j , ni j

∣∣ei j ∈ E}
, and

its output is the estimated absolute rotations
{

R∗
i

∣∣vi ∈ V}
. It mainly contains

five key steps, including 1) community detection-based seed construction,
2) on-the-fly Epipolar-geometry Graph (EG) clustering and inner-sub-EG
rotation averaging (core step of IRAv3), 3) Voting-based Single Rotation
Averaging (VSRA)-based inter-cluster rotation estimation, 4) IRA-based inter-
sub-EG rotation averaging, and 5) rotation global alignment and optimization.
The last three steps of IRAv3 are similar to those of IRA++ [24].

conducted to estimate the relative rotation between the local
coordinate systems of each inner-sub-EG pair. 4) IRA-based
rotation averaging is performed again on the inter-sub-EG to
estimate the absolute rotation of each inner-sub-EG’s local
coordinate system. 5) And finally, rotation global alignment
and optimization is conducted to first globally align all the
absolute rotations in the input EG to a uniform coordinate
system, then globally optimize them to produce the final
rotation averaging result.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

The same as IRA and IRA++, the input of our proposed
IRAv3 is the relative rotation measurements and the feature
match number of each matched image pair, which is denoted
as

{
Ri j , ni j

∣∣ei j ∈ E}
, where E is the edge set of the input EG.

Its output, denoted as
{

R∗
i

∣∣vi ∈ V}
, where V is the vertex set

of the input EG, is the estimated absolute rotations of all the
cameras in the input EG. Fig. 2 illustrates the pipeline of our
proposed IRAv3, which also has five key steps: 1) Community
detection-based seed construction is performed to construct
several cluster seeds for the follow-up EG clustering. 2) On-
the-fly EG clustering and inner-sub-EG rotation averaging are
conducted to iteratively assign vertex to certain EG cluster and
estimate its cluster-level absolute rotation, which is the core
step of IRAv3 and contains three sub-steps, potential cluster
and vertex pre-selection, Next-Best View (NBV) selection and
cluster affiliation, and incremental absolute rotation computa-
tion. And steps 3) to 5) are similar to those of IRA++, and
readers may refer to Gao et al. [24] for more details. In the
following, steps 1) and 2) are described in detail.

A. Community Detection-Based Seed Construction

In order to perform on-the-fly hierarchical incremental
rotation averaging, several vertex pairs or triplets should
be selected to serve as cluster seeds for the follow-up EG
clustering and cluster-level rotation averaging. Though it has
been shown in IRA [23] that compared with vertex pair,
vertex triplet is preferred for seed construction, two other
tough problems still arise here: which and how many camera
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Fig. 3. A toy example on potential cluster and vertex pre-selection. Suppose
the feature match number of all the edges in this figure is identical, for the
first vertex v

‡
1 in V‡, it has 3, 4, and 2 edges connected with V†

1 , V†
2 , and V†

3 ,

respectively; while for the second vertex v
‡
2 in V‡, it has 2, 2, and 3 edges

connected with V†
1 , V†

2 , and V†
3 , respectively. As a result, according to Eq. 1,

v
‡
1 ↔ V†

2 has the largest pre-selection reward among all the vertex-cluster
pairs and is selected with the highest priority for the following procedure.
See the main text for more details.

triplets should be selected for IRAv3. In this letter, we resort
to community detection method to solve them. Specifically,
similar to IRA++, the input EG, denoted as G = {V, E},
is first clustered into several smaller sub-EGs using the Con-
strained Graph Clustering (CGC) [30], which are denoted
as

{Gp = {Vp, Ep}
∣∣p = 1, 2, . . . , nc

}
, and nc is the number

of clusters. The same to IRA++ [24], the max cluster size
is set to 100 in this letter. Then, for each sub-EG, the
Local Optimization-based Initial Triplet Selection (LOITS)
proposed in IRA is performed to construct the cluster seeds
of IRAv3. The selected vertex triplets and the corresponding
absolute rotations after local optimization are denoted as{
v

p
r∗ , v

p
s∗, v

p
t∗ ∈ Vp

}
and

{
(R p

r∗)
∗
, (R p

s∗)
∗
, (R p

t∗)
∗}

, where v
p
r∗

and (R p
r∗)

∗
indicate the r∗-th vertex and its optimized absolute

rotation of the p-th sub-EG, Gp , respectively. By this way,
the number of cluster seeds is adaptively determined, and
the constructed cluster seeds are with high reliability as the
effectiveness of LOITS and CGC has been demonstrated in
IRA and IRA++, respectively. It should be noted that different
from IRA++, which uses the community-based structure
obtained from CGC for the following inner- and inter-sub EG
rotation averaging, community detection is employed in IRAv3
for seed construction only.

B. On-the-Fly EG Clustering and Inner-Sub-EG RA

Based on the constructed cluster seeds, the unregistered
vertices are iteratively affiliated to their most closely associated
clusters together with their cluster-level absolute rotations
estimated on the fly. To achieve this, 1) the association of each
currently unregistered vertex to each cluster is first computed
for potential cluster and vertex pre-selection; 2) then, which
unregistered vertex is added next and which cluster it is added
to is dynamically determined based on its weighted support-
ing set used in IRA [23]; 3) subsequently, the cluster-level
absolute rotations are locally or globally optimized following
the procedure of incremental absolute rotation computation
proposed in IRA. Steps 2) and 3) are iteratively conducted
until all vertices are cluster-affiliated and rotation-estimated.

1) Potential Cluster and Vertex Pre-Selection: In order
to accelerate NBV selection and cluster affiliation, several

TABLE I

META-DATA OF THE 1DSFM AND KITTI ODOMETRY DATASETS FOR
EVALUATION, WHERE |V |, |E |, |V∗|, AND nc INDICATE THE NUM-

BER OF VERTICES AND EDGES IN THE INPUT EG, THE NUMBER

OF VERTICES WITH GROUND-TRUTH ABSOLUTE ROTATIONS,
AND THE NUMBER OF CLUSTERS OBTAINED BY THE CON-

STRAINED GRAPH CLUSTERING (CGC) IN SEC. III-A,
RESPECTIVELY; r̃i j AND r̄i j ARE THE MEDIAN AND

MEAN ERRORS IN DEGREES OF THE RELATIVE
ROTATION MEASUREMENTS, RESPECTIVELY;

AND ñi j AND n̄i j ARE THE MEDIAN

AND MEAN VALUES OF THE FEATURE

MATCH NUMBER, RESPECTIVELY

potentially added vertices and their potentially affiliated clus-
ters are pre-selected. Suppose the vertex sets of the cur-
rently absolute rotations estimated or not are denoted as{
V†

p

∣∣∣p = 1, 2, . . . , nc

}
and V‡, which means

{
V†

p

}
∪V‡ = V .

For each vertex v‡
m in V‡, one could obtain the edge set

between it and V†
p , which is denoted as E p

m . Then, the pre-
selection reward (the larger, the better) of v

‡
m corresponding

to the vertex set V†
p could be computed by:

Rp

(
v‡

m ,V†
p

)
= 1∣∣∣V†

p

∣∣∣
∑

v†
n∈V†

p

ep
m,n∈E p

m

n p
m,n, (1)

where
∣∣∣V†

p

∣∣∣ is used to encourage a more balanced EG clus-

tering in cluster size and n p
m,n is the feature match number

of the edge ep
m,n . Note that the above pre-selection reward

is computed between each vertex in V‡ and each vertex
set in

{
V†

p

}
, which results in a reward matrix with size∣∣V‡

∣∣× nc. Then, na vertex-cluster pairs, which are denoted as{
v

‡
mi ,V†

pi

∣∣∣i = 1, 2, . . . , na

}
, with largest pre-selection rewards

are pre-selected for the following NBV selection and cluster
affiliation, and na is set to 10 in this letter. Fig. 3 gives a toy
example on potential cluster and vertex pre-selection.

2) Next-Best View Selection and Cluster Affiliation: We
denote the edge sets between the vertex-cluster pairs obtained
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TABLE II

COMPARATIVE RESULTS IN ROTATION AVERAGING ACCURACY ON THE 1DSFM DATASET: FIRST SECOND THIRD FORTH

above as
{E pi

mi

∣∣i = 1, 2, . . . , na
}
. For each vertex-cluster pair

v
‡
mi ↔ V†

pi , the absolute rotation of v
‡
mi , denoted as Rpi ‡

mi ,

in the local coordinate system of
{

Rpi †
n

∣∣∣v pi †
n ∈ V†

pi

}
could be

estimated with each edge epi
mi ,n in E pi

mi by:
{

Rn,pi ‡
mi = R pi

mi ,n R pi †
n

∣∣∣v pi †
n ∈ V†

pi
, e pi

mi ,n ∈ E pi
mi

}
. (2)

Ideally, all the elements in
{

Rn,pi ‡
mi

}
should be identical as

they denote the same rotation. However, this would not happen
practically as there are inevitable measurement and estima-
tion errors in

{
Rpi

mi ,n
}

and
{

R pi †
n

}
, respectively. To perform

NBV selection and cluster affiliation, the selection reward for
each pre-computed cluster-level absolute rotation in

{
Rn,pi ‡

mi

}
,

which is indicated by its supporting set in weighted manner,
should be computed first:

Rs

(
v‡

mi
, v

pi †
n

)
= 1∣∣∣V†

pi

∣∣∣
∑

v
pi †
n� ∈V†

pi

e
pi
mi ,n

� ∈E pi
mi

n pi
mi ,n� cos (dθ (R1, R2)) ,

(3)

where dθ (R1, R2) is the angular distance [23] between R1 and

R2, R1 = R pi
mi ,n� , and R2 = Rn,pi ‡

mi

(
R pi †

n�
)T

. Then, the

representative absolute rotation Rn∗,pi ‡
mi in

{
Rn,pi ‡

mi

}
is selected

by:
n∗ = arg max

{
Rs

(
v‡

mi
, v

pi †
n

)∣∣∣v pi †
n ∈ V†

pi
, e pi

mi ,n ∈ E pi
mi

}
. (4)

And finally, the vertex-cluster pair for NBV selection and
cluster affiliation is determined by:

i∗ = arg max
{

Rs

(
v‡

mi
, v

pi †
n∗

)∣∣∣i = 1, 2, . . . , na

}
, (5)

which means by NBV selection and cluster affiliation, the
vertex of v‡

mi∗ is selected and added to the cluster of V†
pi∗ ,

with its cluster-level absolute rotation initialized as Rn∗,pi∗ ‡
mi∗ .

3) Incremental Absolute Rotation Computation: After NBV
selection and cluster affiliation, the cluster-level absolute rota-
tions are further optimized using the incremental absolute
rotation computation procedure proposed in IRA [23].

TABLE III

COMPARATIVE RESULTS IN ROTATION AVERAGING ACCURACY ON THE

KITTI ODOMETRY DATASET: FIRST SECOND THIRD FORTH

Specifically, given the selected NBV v
‡
mi∗ , and its affiliated

cluster V†
pi∗ and initialized rotation Rn∗,pi∗ ‡

mi∗ , local (optimizing

the NBV’s rotation Rn∗,pi∗ ‡
mi∗ only) or global (optimizing the

NBV’s rotation and all the currently estimated rotations of its
affiliated cluster

{
Rn∗,pi∗ ‡

mi∗
}⋃ {

Rpi∗ †
n

∣∣∣v pi∗ †
n ∈ V†

pi∗
}

together)
optimization is performed with the inlier edge set in weighted
manner. Details on the inlier acquisition and optimization
weighting methods could be found in IRA [23]. Note that
the local/global optimization switching condition here is indi-
vidually considered for each EG cluster, i.e. Weighted Global
Optimization (WGO) is conducted on a EG cluster iff the
size of that cluster has increased by a certain ratio r since
its last WGO, otherwise Weighted Local Optimization (WLO)
is performed, and r is set to 40% in this letter. In addition,
similar to IRA, Re-Rotation Averaging (RRA) is performed
after each cluster-level WGO.

IV. EVALUATION

In this section, our proposed IRAv3 is evaluated and
compared with some other state-of-the-art rotation averaging
methods. The evaluation is performed on a PC with I7-9750H
CPU and 32GB RAM and on 2 commonly-used datasets,
1DSfM [36] and KITTI odometry [37], which contain 14 and
11 test data, respectively. The metadata of these two datasets
is listed in Table I, and the absolute rotation ground truths of
them are provided by the SfM results of Bundler [38] (1DSfM)
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TABLE IV

PARAMETER SETTING EVALUATION RESULTS ON THE NUMBER OF PRE-SELECTED VERTEX-CLUSTER PAIRS na AND THE INCREASING RATIO r

and the output of the GPS/IMU localization unit (KITTI
odometry), respectively. The accuracy evaluation method and
measure in this letter are the same as those in IRA [23] and
IRA++ [24]. Specifically, a best relative rotation between the
absolute rotation estimations and ground truths is estimated
and used to align these two rotation sets. And then the
median alignment error in degree is used as the accuracy
evaluation measure. Based on the evaluation environment,
dataset, method, and measure introduced above, comparative
experiments in rotation averaging accuracy and parameter
setting evaluation of our proposed IRAv3 are performed.

A. Comparative Experiments

Comparative experiments are performed on the 1DSfM
dataset between our proposed IRAv3 and other 11 representa-
tive rotation averaging methods, including 3 robust loss-based
methods, IRLS-GM [15], IRLS-� 1

2
[16], and MPLS [18],

3 outlier filtering-based methods, OMSTs [35], HRRA [26],
and HARA [21], 3 deep learning-based methods, Neu-
RoRA [17], MSPRA [19], and RAGO [22], and 2 previous
works of IRAv3, IRA [23] and IRA++ [24]. In addition,
comparative experiments are also performed on the KITTI
odometry dataset, where the first 3 and last 2 of the above
11 comparative methods are compared with IRAv3. The com-
parative experimental results on the 1DSfM and KITTI odom-
etry datasets are shown in Table II and Table III, respectively.
The top-four results on each test data are highlighted, and in
order to perform a comprehensive comparison, the ranks of the
comparative methods on each test data are averaged and shown
in the last rows of these 2 tables, and the top-four methods are
highlighted as well. We can see from the tables that on both
1DSfM and KITTI odometry datasets, our proposed IRAv3
not only achieves upgradation with respect to its previous
works, IRA [23] and IRA++ [24], but also performs better

than the very recent state-of-the-art methods, HARA [21] and
RAGO [22], which demonstrates the effectiveness in accuracy,
robustness, and scalability of the IRAv3 proposed in this letter.

B. Parameter Setting Evaluations

Parameter setting evaluations are conducted on two impor-
tant parameters of our proposed IRAv3, the number of
pre-selected vertex-cluster pairs na defined in Sec. III-B.1
and the increasing ratio for WL/GO switching r defined in
Sec. III-B.3. During the evaluation, we change the value of
one parameter and fix the other to perform rotation averaging
on each test data, and the results on both estimation accuracy
and efficiency are shown in Table IV. The left and right half
part of the table are the results for na and r , respectively.
Note that when performing the parameter setting evaluation
on na , the value of r is set to 40%, and when performing the
evaluation on r , the value of na is set to 10. We can see from
the table that the estimation accuracy of IRAv3 is not quite
sensitive to either na or r . And the estimation accuracy tends
to get better, while the estimation efficiency tends to decrease
as na increases or r decreases. As a result, to balance the
estimation accuracy and efficiency, the values of na and r are
set to 10 and 40% in this letter, respectively. It should also be
noted from the table that for either na or r , there is no globally
optimal value for all test data to achieve best rotation averaging
accuracy, but a global value setting for a specific parameter
on all test data is recommended to improve the robustness of
the method.

V. CONCLUSION

By observing that the recently presented community-based
rotation averaging method IRA++ suffers from EG clustering
preemption and permanence, it is further upgraded to IRAv3
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in this letter. Different to that in IRA++, the EG clustering in
IRAv3 is performed along with the rotation estimation task,
which makes its clustering process possible to consider the
relative rotation measurement error on each EG edge directly
and achieve a rotation averaging-targeted and -friendly EG
clustering. Our proposed IRAv3 is evaluated on both 1DSfM
and KITTI odometry datasets to demonstrate its effectiveness
on rotation averaging problems and its advantages over the
state of the arts. In the future, we intend to introduce the on-
the-fly clustering scheme proposed in this letter to some other
high related topics, such as SfM [27], [28], and BA [29], [30].
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